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Spontaneous orientation polarization (SOP) is inherent in evaporated films of many organic semiconducting
molecules with a permanent dipole moment. A significant electric field is formed in the film due to SOP. Consequently, the properties of organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) incorporating such films are influenced. The
polarization charge appearing at heterointerfaces dominates the charge injection and accumulation properties.
Moreover, SOP correlates to device degradation. In this article, we review SOP of organic semiconductor films
and its influences on the device properties of OLEDs.

1. Introduction

Because of their anisotropic molecular shape, the majority of organic semiconductors exhibit
orientational degrees of freedom. The microscopic orientation of molecules in thin films has
strong impact on macroscopic properties such as charge carrier transport and optical properties
as well as on the eﬃciency of organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). Initially, organic
semiconductor films used in OLEDs had been typically considered as amorphous, where
the molecules are “randomly oriented” and thus the macroscopic properties are isotropic.
However, the amorphous state may have short-range order, even though it has no long-range
order. Many spectroscopic studies have actually evaluated molecular orientation in noncrystalline organic semiconductor films since 1980s [1]. In 2009, Yokoyama et al. revisited the
molecular orientation in the amorphous organic semiconductor films, and clearly demonstrated
their impact on the device performances of OLEDs [2, 3]. Today, molecular orientation
has been recognized as key parameter in modern OLEDs, e.g., the in-plane orientation of
the emitter’s transition dipole moment (TDM) enhances the light outcoupling eﬃciency,
and π-stacking along the out-of-plane direction improves the electrical conductivity [2–9].
Furthermore, the asymmetric structure of the molecule induces a permanent dipole moment
(PDM), and the average orientation of PDMs to a certain direction leads to macroscopic
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orientation polarization in the film [10]. Since orientation polarization induces polarization
charges at heterointerfaces accompanied by an electric field in the film, one has to consider the
device properties taking into account these factors besides molecular orientation itself [11–20].
In 1972, Kutzner reported spontaneous build-up of a surface potential up to 100 V at 100
µm for a multilayer of eight gases (12 CO,

13 CO,

NO, N2 O, SO2 , NH3 , H2 O, and acetone)

physisorbed on a cold surface below 100 K [21]. The surface potential originates from
spontaneous ordering of PDMs, i.e., spontaneous orientation polarization (SOP). Since then,
the SOP of condensates of water ice, alcohols, ketones, ethers, and other materials have been
widely investigated [22–30]. The PDM of these molecules are typically less than 0.5 D, and
the electric field formed due to SOP is in the range of 1–120 mV/nm at around 40 K. The
negative electric field, corresponding to the negative end of PDM toward the vacuum side,
has been observed as well as the positive electric field, e.g., H2 O (1.85 D): −36 mV/nm at
30 K [29], CF3 Cl (0.5 D): −42.5 mV/nm at 40 K [27], and N2 O (0.167 D): 97 mV/nm at 40
K [26]. The SOP decays for the films deposited at higher temperatures and typically disappears
around 80 K.
Surprisingly, in the case of organic semiconductors, SOP occurs at room temperature.
The first direct observation of SOP in organic semiconductors was reported by Ito et al. in
2002 [10]. They observed the surface potential of a Alq3 film, which linearly grows with
increasing film thickness. The surface potential reaches 28 V at 560 nm, thus a so-called
giant surface potential (GSP) is formed; however, GSP diminishes by light absorption of the
Alq3 film. Complementary studies using optical second harmonic generation revealed that
GSP originates from SOP, i.e., the spontaneous order of the PDMs of Alq3 [10, 31]. At the
initial stage, researchers have focused on the photoinduced decay mechanism of GSP mainly
motivated by the interests of fundamental material science rather than device physics [10, 32–
35].
GSP/SOP is not a unique property of Alq3 . Noguchi et al. have revealed that GSP is
quite common in the evaporated films of OLED materials, including thermally activated
delayed fluorescence (TADF) emitters [36–38], and various kinds of emitters and electron
transporters [16, 39]. However, the mechanism of spontaneous formation of orientation polarization is still incompletely understood. Isoshima et al. proposed the “asymmetric dice model”
in which the driving force of the molecular orientation is attributed to the biased distribution of the stable posture of molecules on the film surface due to the asymmetric molecular
shape [40]. Their model qualitatively explained the GSP characteristics of Alq3 and its derivative (Al(7-prq)3 ) films. Recently, Friederich et al. have succeeded to mimic GSP of several
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materials using atomistic simulations [41]. They pointed out that short-range van der Waals
interactions between the molecule and the surface during deposition dominate the driving
force of the anisotropic molecular orientation, while intermolecular dipole-dipole interactions
suppress the orientation degree. The contribution of PDM interaction to the SOP formation
is also supported by experimental results. Brütting et al. reported SOP in the guest-host systems consisting of polar and nonpolar molecules [42, 43]. The degree of PDM orientation is
enhanced by diluting the polar molecules in a nonpolar host, which indicates that the PDM
interaction acts as a negative factor to the SOP formation.
Because of the photoinduced decay nature [10, 31–33], GSP has initially not been considered as an important parameter in terms of device properties. People have believed that
no influences remain in actual devices of OLEDs after vanishing GSP due to the absorption
of the ambient light and emission from the device itself. However, interestingly, Berleb et al.
reported the influence of SOP on the charge injection and accumulation characteristics of a
Alq3 -based OLED in 2000, that is two years earlier than the first GSP report. They concluded
on the presence of “fixed negative interfacial charge” between Alq3 and α-NPD layers by using
impedance spectroscopy [11]. Eight years later, Noguchi et al. pointed out that the interface
charge and GSP have a common origin, namely the polarization charge due to SOP in the
evaporated film [13, 16]. SOP is maintained in actual devices and thus induces fixed charges
at the heterojunctions in the devices. Their results also suggest an alternative mechanism of
the GSP decay which was under debate at that time [10, 32–35]; the molecular order does not
vanish due to the light absorption, but GSP decays due to the photo-generated carriers in the
film.
The negative polarization charge due to SOP at the α-NPD/Alq3 interface causes hole
injection at voltages even lower than the built-in voltage of the device [11, 12]. The injected
holes are accumulated at the interface to compensate the negative interface charge during
device operation. Importantly, the accumulated charge is the real charge though the interface
charge is polarization charge, and the amount is comparable to the maximum amount of the
accumulated charge in operating OLEDs [16, 44–47]. The presence of the accumulated charge
near the emission zone can enhance the recombination probability, but the charged species
can also act as an exciton quencher [48–52]. Moreover, the concentration of emission zone
leads a faster degradation [50, 53]. On the other hand, the positive polarization charge at the
Alq3 /cathode interface is suggested to assist the electron injection through a formation of the
electric double layer or gap states at the interface [18, 54, 55].
Polar films are included in common organic thin film devices, since PDM is inherent to
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many organic semiconductors. SOP has not been considered as a significant factor to the
device performance, though it may be used unintentionally. In terms of device optimization,
SOP should be taken into account as well as other common material properties, such as the
energy levels and charge carrier mobility. In this review, we describe the current understanding
of SOP and its influences on the device properties.
2. Spontaneous orientation polarization in organic films
2.1 Basics of SOP and GSP

We consider a thin film composed of polar molecules where the film has a spontaneous
∑
polarization P0 (Fig. 1). P0 is defined as the net PDM per unit volume, i.e., P0 = i pi /L,
where pi is the PDM of i-th molecule and L is the volume of the film. If the film consists of
a single component, the contribution of each molecule along the surface normal (unit vector:
ẑ) is given by
pi · ẑ = p cos θi,
thus,

(1)

∑

cos θi
= p⟨cos θ⟩n,
(2)
L
where n is the density of the molecule, and ⟨cos θ⟩ is the average orientation degree of PDM
P0 = P0 · ẑ =

p

i

with respect to the surface normal direction, namely,
∑
cos θi
⟨cos θ⟩ = i
.
(3)
nL
Note that σ = P0 corresponds to the polarization charge density induced on the film surface. If
we assume a certain distribution function, the average orientation degree can also be described
as [43]

∑

Φ(θ k ) cos θ k
.
(4)
nL
Here, Φ(θ k ) indicates the number of molecule whose PDM is pointing to a particular ori⟨cos θ⟩ =

k

entation angle, θ k , in the volume. Because of the nonlinear (cosine) contribution of PDM
orientation angle to SOP, the most preferential orientation angle of PDM, θ m , does not generally correspond to the average orientation degree. Therefore, Eq. (4) is useful to investigate
the relations between SOP and a molecular orientation [43].
The spontaneous polarization forms the electric field (P0 /ε) in the film, where ε is the
dielectric constant. If P0 is uniform throughout the film, the potential at the film surface with
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Schematic illustration of the organic thin film with spontaneous orientation polarization. L is the

volume of the film.

reference to the substrate, Vs , is given by
∫ d
p⟨cos θ⟩n
σ
P0 /ε · dz =
Vs =
d = d.
(5)
ε
ε
0
where d is the film thickness. The surface potential is proportional to the film thickness if P0
is constant. This property appears in GSP, and thus the Kelvin probe method is often used to
examine the SOP characteristics.
2.2 Materials exhibiting SOP and their characteristics

In Fig. 2, we summarize the molecules that exhibit SOP in the evaporated film [10, 18, 39,
40, 56, 57]. Calculated PDM intensities and GSP slopes reported in the previous studies
are also shown. The molecules are mostly electron transport or emitting materials, including
TADF [36–38] and Ir-based phosphorescent emitters, that are commonly used in OLEDs. In
the research field of OLEDs, the molecular orientation is often evaluated in terms of TDM
orientation [3, 9], therefore the materials are divided into three groups with diﬀerent qualitative
TDM orientations, namely, random, unknown, and horizontal.
Figure 3 shows the surface potential of the evaporated films of several materials. A GSP
behavior, i.e., linear growth of the surface potential as a function of the film thickness,
is observed indicating that SOP is inherent in these films. Some of them exhibit the surface
potential exceeding several volts at film thicknesses over ∼100 nm. Such behavior corresponds
to a typical GSP characteristic. On the other hand, Ir(ppy)3 , mCP, and B3PyMPM films exhibit
only a weak surface potential. As evident in the results, the GSP/SOP is very common in films
with randomly oriented TDMs as well as in films with the horizontally oriented TDMs.
SOP appears in the films regardless of the TDM orientation type. The TDM orientation is
typically evaluated by the optical measurements, where the head and tail of the molecule are indistinguishable because these methods evaluate the orientation of TDM intensity (∝ ⟨cos2 θ t ⟩,
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Molecular structures of the organic materials exhibiting SOP in the evaporated film. The PDM of

each molecule was calculated using Gaussian16 (DFT/B3LYP with a LANL2DZ basis set for Ir(ppy)3 and
Ir(ppy)2 (acac), and a 6-31G* basis set for all other molecules). The reported GSP slope is indicated in the
bracket, where the data indicated by a), b) ,c), and d) are taken from [16], [18], [39], and [56], respectively (see
also Fig.5). The molecules were divided into three classes (random, unknown, and horizontal) based on their
reported TDM orientations [2, 38, 58–62]. Note that α-NPD, Ir(ppy)3 , mCP, and B3PyMPM show only a weak
surface potential. The correct terminology of the molecule “α-NPD” presented in this figure is “NPB”, though
both terms have been commonly used for this molecule. Adapted from ref. [39].

where θ t indicates the orientation angle of TDM). Moreover, random TDM orientation does
not necessarily indicate random orientation of the symmetry axis of the molecule. For example, Murawski et al. reported that the molecular orientation in the Ir(ppy)3 film, which has a
random TDM orientation [63]. On the other hand, SOP originates from the PDM orientation
including its head-to-tail-direction, as it is proportional to ⟨cos θ⟩. SOP is therefore inherent
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Surface potentials of evaporated organic films as a function of film thickness. (a) “Random” and

“Unknown” materials. (b) “Horizontal” materials. Reprinted with permission [39].

even in films with “randomly oriented” TDMs.
Of course, TDM and PDM orientations are not independent, as both of them relate to
the orientation of the molecular frame. Therefore, the combined analysis of TDM and PDM
orientations can be used for an accurate estimation of the molecular orientation. Morgenstern
et al. proposed a method to determine the distribution range of the preferable molecular
orientation angle based on the observation of TDM and PDM orientations (Fig. 4) [43].
They estimate the molecular orientation of typical phosphorescent emitters, Ir(ppy)3 and
Ir(ppy)2 (acac), in a guest-host system, where the nonpolar molecule, CBP or UGH2, was
used as a host. They found that the preferential alignment of Ir(ppy)2 (acac) has a narrow
orientation distribution of the molecular C2 symmetry axis with its maximum close to the
normal direction, whereas Ir(ppy)3 exhibits a random orientation of their C3 axis. Furthermore,
they also estimate the degree of aggregation in Ir(ppy)2 (acac)-based guest-host systems, where
the aggregates with an anti-parallel PDM alignment are formed above 10% dye content and
they reduce SOP with keeping the TDM orientation unchanged.
Fig. 5 plots the absolute value of the GSP slope versus the dipole moment p for films in
previous studies [10, 18, 39, 40, 56, 57]. The GSP slope is in the similar range of the electric
field formed in the gases physisorbed on a cold surface (1–120 mV/nm at around 40 K), though
the PDM intensity of the organic semiconductors is typically greater than that of the gases [26–
29]. In addition, unlike the case of the physisorbed gases, most organic semiconductors exhibit
positive GSP. The broken line in Fig. 5 indicates the average slope, excluding materials with
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(a)

Fig. 4.

(b)

(a) Experimentally determined orientation degrees of PDM (Λ) and TDM (Θ) of the guest-host

system, where Ir(ppy)2 (acac) and CBP is used as the guest and host, respectively. Λ corresponds to ⟨cos θ⟩,
while Θ corresponds to ⟨cos2 θ t ⟩ in the main text. (b) The possible orientations of molecular symmetry axes of
Ir(ppy)2 (acac) estimated from the combined analysis of PDM and TDM orientations. The Gaussian distribution
of the molecular orientation angle is assumed, where the peak angle is φm with a standard deviation of b. Note
that the orientation angle is defined with reference to the in-plain axis. Reproduced with permission [43].

extremely high slope (Al(7prq)3 , Al(q-Cl)3 ) or low slope (DCJTB, Ir(ppy)3 , Znq2 , B3PyMPM,
mCP). The slope, which corresponds to η = n⟨cos θ⟩/ε, is considered to measure the eﬃciency
of SOP formation per PDM. Interestingly, several materials, such as Alq3 , BCP, Bpy-OXD,
and Ir(ppy)2 (acac), plot close to the average slope, indicating that these materials form SOP
with similar eﬃciencies. On the other hand, several materials, such as DCJTB, Ir(ppy)3 , Znq2 ,
B3PyMPM, and mCP, exhibit an extremely small η. Quantum chemical calculations revealed
the electrostatic interaction energies (except dispersive forces) of a dimer of DCJTB, Ir(ppy)3 ,
Znq2 , and B3PyMPM are particularly strong, suggesting that these molecules are likely to
form aggregates with vanishing PDM alignment [39].
Although most materials show positive GSP (Fig. 5), negative GSP was also found in an
evaporated film of an Alq3 derivative. This negative GSP in Al(7-Prq)3 film was discovered
by Isoshima et al. [40]. Since not only the molecular structure but also PDM and molecular
orbitals of Al(7-Prq)3 are similar to those of Alq3 [18], it is surprising that a small change in the
ligand sphere of the molecule, i.e., attachment of propyl group, induces significant changes
in GSP. This result suggests a possible mechanism for the formation of SOP. Isoshima et
al. proposed an “asymmetric dice model”, in which the statistics of stable positions of the
molecule on the surface determine the molecular orientation [40].
The asymmetric dice model is consistent with the results recently reported by Friederich et
al [41]. They demonstrated the atomistic simulations to mimic GSP of several materials, and
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Relationship between the absolute value of GSP slope and PDM intensity for various organic

materials. Each symbol indicates the TDM orientation in evaporated films with random (blue circles), unknown
(black squares), and horizontal (red triangle) molecular orientations. Open symbols indicate negative GSP.
Note that the GSP slope for DCJTB was variable probably depending on the details of the film formation
conditions. The GSP slope for DCJTB was observed from 7 to 25 mV/nm, and the average was 14.8 mV/nm.
For TPBi, a larger GSP is also reported (∼70 mV/nm)[41]. Reprinted with permission [39].

pointed out van der Waals interactions between the molecule and the surface during deposition
as the driving force of the anisotropic molecular orientation. Since the van der Waals force
is valid within a short distance, the interactions are determined between the outermost parts
of the molecule and those of adjacent molecules, where the shape of the molecule plays an
important role [64, 65]. They also reported that PDM interaction negatively contributes to the
SOP formation, as suggested by the several experimental results [39, 42, 43].
3. Influences of SOP on the device properties
3.1 Interface charge model

The interface charge model describes how SOP aﬀects the charge injection and accumulation
behavior in the device [11, 12, 16, 20]. We consider the charge injection voltage and charge
accumulation characteristics of a bilayer device, where two organic layers with diﬀerent
polarization, P1 and P2 , are sandwiched between bottom and top electrodes [Fig. 6(a)]. For
simplicity, only hole injection and accumulation are assumed in the following case.
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Fig. 6.

eVth~eVbi

(a) Schematic illustration of the orientation polarization in a bilayer device. The interface charge σint

is induced at the organic heterointerface due to the orientation polarization. (b), (c) Schematic illustrations of
energy diagram at the hole injection voltage (b) and at the threshold voltage of the actual current (c). Adapted
from Ref. [66].

The net polarization charge at the organic heterointerface is easily obtained as
Vs2
Vs1
− ε2 ,
(6)
σint = (P1 − P2 ) · ẑ = ε1
d1
d2
where Vs1 /d1 and Vs2 /d2 correspond to the GSP slope of each film. Note that σint is independent
of the film thicknesses. When the external voltage (Vex ) is applied to the bottom electrode with
reference to the top electrode, Vex − Vbi = V1 + V2 is valid, where V1 and V2 is the potential
drop in the first and second layer, respectively, and Vbi is the built-in voltage. The built-in
voltage originates from the work function diﬀerence between two electrodes and interface
dipole at the contacts [67]. The electric field in the first layer should be positive when the hole
injection from the bottom electrode occurs. This condition is independent from the energy
barrier height at the electrode/organic film contact. The hole injection voltage (Vinj ) is thus
given by Vex when V1 /d1 = 0 (Fig. 6(b)), namely,
σint
d2
d2,
(7)
Vinj = Vbi + (P1 − P2 ) · ẑ = Vbi +
ε2
ε2
where the boundary condition at the organic heterointerface,
V1
V2
ε1 + P1 · ẑ = ε2 + P2 · ẑ,
(8)
d1
d2
is used. Note that the hole injection voltage is proportional to the thickness of the second layer,
if σint is constant. This is the interface charge model proposed by Berleb et al. [11, 12]
The injected holes into the first layer are accumulated at the organic heterointerface, if
the electric field in the second layer is negative. Note that this charge accumulation occurs
regardless of the energy barrier height at the interface. When the conductance of the first layer
is suﬃciently high and the potential drop in the first layer is negligible small, the threshold
voltage for hole injection into the second layer (Vth ) equals to Vbi (Fig. 6(c)). The accumulated
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Fig. 7.

The surface potential of the Alq3 and α-NPD films as a function of film thickness. The Alq3 film was

deposited on an α-NPD film on an ITO substrate. The α-NPD/Alq3 interface is located at a film thickness of 40
nm. The surface potential of the Alq3 film grows linearly with a slope of 48 mV/nm, although a nonlinear
region appears within several nanometers from the interface (bottom inset). The potential jump at the
Alq3 /α-NPD interface (∆) suggests the presence of an interface dipole. The α-NPD film also shows weak GSP
behavior with a slope of ca. 5.3 mV/nm (top inset). Reprinted with permission [16].

charge density at the interface at Vth is given by
ε2
= −σint
(9)
d2
Therefore, the interface charge density can be estimated from capacitance-voltage (C-V)
σacc = (Vth − Vinj )

measurement or displacement current measurement (DCM) of the bilayer device [12, 13].
This simple model well explains the device characteristics below Vth and the correlation
between the interface charge density and the GSP slope [16].
3.2 Charge accumulation in bilayer devices

Figure 7 shows the surface potential characteristics of a bilayer structure of Alq3 on α-NPD
layer as a function of film thickness [16]. The surface potential is measured with reference to
the ITO substrate. A clear GSP behavior is observed with a slope of 48 mV/nm in the Alq3
layer, and a weak GSP with a slope of 5.3 mV/nm in the α-NPD layer. The net polarization
charge induced at the interface is estimated to be −1.2 mC/m2 from Eq.(6). Here, the relative
dielectric constant of 3.2 and 3.3 is used for Alq3 and α-NPD layer, respectively.
The estimated polarization charge density agrees well with the accumulation charge density at this interface. Figure 8 shows DCM curves of the α-NPD/Alq3 bilayer device with
various combinations of film thicknesses. DCM is a kind of C-V measurement in which a
triangular wave voltage is applied to the device and the current response including actual
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(a), (b) DCM curves of the ITO/α-NPD/Alq3 /Al device for various film thicknesses. The α-NPD and

Alq3 film thicknesses are fixed at 40 nm (a) and 60 nm (b), respectively. The current density at the
accumulation state depends only on the Alq3 film thickness, indicating that the injected charges are holes. The
threshold voltage of the actual current Vth is independent of the combinations of the film thickness, whereas
Vacc shifts to the negative side with increasing Alq3 film thickness. Thus, the polarity of interface charge is
negative. Reprinted with permission [16]

and displacement current is measured [20, 68–70]. Since the displacement current is proportional to the apparent capacitance of the device, the charge injection and accumulation
characteristics are examined. The accumulated charge density can be estimated by integrating
the displacement current density from Vacc to Vth , i.e., 1.1 mC/m2 . This value is similar to the
net polarization charge density (−1.2 mC/m2 ) at this interface and almost independent of the
combination of the film thicknesses. Note that Vacc is considered as the voltage at which the
injected holes reach the interface, and from Vinj to Vacc , the injected holes are accumulated in
the bulk of the first layer, i.e., α-NPD, rather than the interface [17, 20]. Therefore Eq.(9) is
modified to determine the σacc from the DCM curves.
Similar results are obtained from the bilayer systems in which various polar molecules
are used as the second layer. Figure 9 shows the relationship between the polarization charge
density estimated from the GSP slope (σint (GSP)) and the interface charge density estimated
from the DCM curves (σint (DCM)). The data points are located around the line with slope 1,
indicating that the origin of the interface charge is the polarization charge due to SOP, and the
polarization charge dominates the charge accumulation at the interface. Although the limited
number of materials have been directly examined, at least if the device contains the materials
shown in Fig. 2, the polarization charge would appear at the interface and modify the charge
accumulation properties.
OLEDs work at applied biases higher than Vbi . In this voltage region, the interface charge is
compensated by the injected counter charge. Thus the electric field due to the interface charge
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The slope of the solid line is 1. Reproduced with permission [16].

no longer aﬀects device operation at least from the viewpoint of electrostatics. However, importantly, the interface charge is the polarization charge but the accumulated charge is the real
charge. There are excess ionized molecules with the opposite polarity to the interface charge
at the heterointerface. The ionized molecules near the emission zone can work as an exciton
quencher and induce a molecular decomposition [48–52]. On the other hand, the accumulated
charge defines the emission zone and enhances the charge carrier balance factor [44, 71]. Since
the interface charge density is comparable to the maximum amount of the accumulation charge
density under device operation [44–47], this excess charge accumulation should be taken into
account for detailed understandings of the device operation and degradation mechanisms.
3.3 Charge injection at the metal/organic interface

The interface charge dominates the charge injection voltage and minimum amount of accumulation charge density of a multilayer device under operation. Since the interface charge
originates from SOP, there is the counter-charge with opposite polarity at the other interface
of the film, e.g., the organic film/cathode interface in the case of the above-mentioned bilayer
devices. The polarization charge at the interface can modify the interface properties, such
as the energy level alignment and electronic structure [54, 72], and consequently the charge
injection eﬃciency [18, 55].
Figure 10 shows the current-density–voltage–luminance (J–V–L) characteristics of Alq3
and Al(7-Prq)3 -based devices. The device structure is ITO/α-NPD/Al(7-Prq)3 /Ca/Al and
ITO/α-NPD/Alq3 /Ca/Al. Note that the polarity of SOP in the Al(7-Prq)3 film is opposite to
that in the Alq3 film (Figs. 2 and 5). The conductance of the Al(7-Prq)3 device is remarkably
low, which indicates low charge carrier mobilities of the Al(7-Prq)3 film and a high resistance
to the charge injection at the interfaces, i.e., α-NPD/Al(7-Prq)3 for holes and Al(7-Prq)3 /Ca
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(a) J–V–L characteristics of ITO/α-NPD/Al(7-Prq)3 /Ca/Al and ITO/α-NPD/Alq3 /Ca/Al devices.

Adapted from Ref. [18]. (b), (c) Schematic energy diagram of the device in operation. The accumulated charge
at the organic heterointerface is hole in the Alq3 device because of the negative polarization charge (b), whereas
electron in the Al(7-prq)3 device (c). At the ETL/cathode interface, the positive polarization charge exists for
the Alq3 device (b), while the negative for the Al(7-prq)3 device (c).

for electrons. The low charge carrier mobilities of the Al(7-Prq)3 film are likely because an
overlap of molecular orbitals between neighboring molecules may be hindered by the propyl
group. Another possible reason of the poor bulk conductivity is insuﬃcient purity of the
material, which can be a critical factor to the charge transport characteristics. Moreover, a
high resistance to the electron injection at the Al(7-Prq)3 /Ca interface is suggested by the
DCM curves [18].
If we simply assume that the energy barrier for electron injection is the diﬀerence between
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital level and work function of Ca, no significant diﬀerence
is observed between the Al(7-Prq)3 /Ca and Alq3 /Ca interfaces [18]. The origin of the high
contact resistance can be attributed to the negative polarization charge at the Al(7-Prq)3 /Ca
interface, which is the counterpart of the positive polarization charge at the α-NPD/Al(7-Prq)3
interface (Fig. 10(b) and (c)). The presence of the negative polarization charge can impede
electron injection from the cathode to the Al(7-Prq)3 layer. The device simulation based on
the drift-diﬀusion model also revealed that the presence of the positive polarization charge
at the cathode interface enhances the electron injection [55]. Altazin et al. reported that the
electron density is increased at the electron transport layer (ETL)/cathode interface, when
the positive polarization charge is located at the interface. When the polarity is inverted, the
electron density is decreased leading to a reduced conductivity of the ETL.
The influence of the polarity of SOP on the charge injection is further supported by the
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study of high-sensitivity ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy. Kinjo et al. reported the
direct observation of significantly relaxed negative carriers (anions) at the polar Alq3 film
surface [54]. They showed that the electron detachment energy of the anion is about 1 eV
larger than the electron aﬃnity of Alq3 measured by inverse photoemission. This significant
relaxation energy leads to the good electron injection nature of Alq3 .
The polarity of SOP can play an important role for the eﬃcient charge injection, and a film
with a positive orientation polarization, which corresponds to a positive polarization charge at
the film surface, could be used as an electron injection layer (EIL). Interestingly, the polarity
of SOP in ETL and EIL materials ever found are all positive (Fig. 5), that is the preferable
polarity for EIL, though they have been selected without knowledge of the relation to SOP.
3.4 SOP and device degradation

The apparent interface charge density works as a sensitive probe for device degradation; it
decreases proportionally to the loss of luminous eﬃciency. This relation was first found by
Kondakov et al. in an Alq3 -based OLED [73], and the following studies revealed similar
behavior in other device structures incorporating SOP films [17, 19, 48, 74, 75]. Because the
interface charge adjacent to the emission layer (EML) confines the emission zone of the device
due to the charge accumulation nature [19], it seems reasonable that the apparent interface
charge density is sensitive to the changes (generation of charge traps, change of orientation
polarization and so on) in the emission zone. In this section, we show some examples of the
degradation properties of OLEDs which include SOP film as an ETL.
The first example is the device doped with a TADF emitter, 4CzIPN [36]. The device
structure is ITO/α-NPD/CBP:4CzIPN (5wt%)/TPBi/LiF/Al (Fig. 11(a)). Because of SOP of
the TPBi layer, hole accumulation occurs at the EML/ETL interface at the voltages lower than
the electron injection voltage that is around Vth . Thus the recombination zone is expected to be
confined at the EML/ETL interface (Fig. 11(b)). Because α-NPD strongly quenches the triplet
exciton of 4CzIPN through Dexter energy transfer [53], keeping the recombination zone far
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(a) Aging curves of the doped device at a constant current of 12.5 mA/cm2 . The luminance is

normalized by the initial luminance (left axis). The driving voltage is also shown (right axis). (b) Typical DCM
curves in the forward sweep of the doped devices at various aging times (10 V/s). (c) Relation between the
normalized luminance and normalized accumulation charge density. The accumulation charge density was
estimated by integrating the DCM curve from Vacc to Vinj and normalized by the value of the pristine device.
The broken line has a slope 1. Reprinted with permission. [18].

from α-NPD leads to better EL eﬃciency.
Figure 12(a) shows the aging curves of this device at constant aging current of 12.5
mA/cm2 . The luminance is normalized by the initial luminance. The normalized luminance
decays rapidly although the driving voltage increases slightly, indicating that hole transport
layer and ETL did not degrade significantly. Fig. 12(b) shows the DCM curves measured at
diﬀerent aging times. Vinj shifts to higher voltages with device aging, whereas Vth stays at
the initial voltage, indicating that σacc decreased. In Fig. 12(c), we plotted the normalized
luminance and normalized σacc and observed an excellent linear relation with slope equal
to one. The result strongly suggests that the charge accumulation is closely related to the
luminance loss in the device. Similar linear relations have been reported in devices with polar
films such as Alq3 [17, 73–75]. The charge accumulation often correlates with degradation
phenomena in various OLEDs [48, 51]. Apparently, σacc evaluation is useful for measuring
device degradation.
The reduction in σacc can be caused by the trapped holes near the EML/ETL interface and
disordering of molecular orientation in ETL. Charge traps are often generated during the device
degradation, e.g., due to decomposition and chemical reactions of the molecules [48, 51]. The
holes captured at such traps compensate the negative polarization charge due to SOP of TPBi,
as the result, the apparent interface charge density decays [18, 73]. On the other hand, the
molecular orientation, consequently SOP, can be also changed possibly by the high temperature
during the device operation due to the Joule’s heating and non-radiative recombination [76].
Both cases have been reported, however, the eﬃciency loss can be attributed to the generation
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(b)

(a) Dots: Excited states lifetime from TRELS experiments as a function of the trapped charge

density determined via DCM investigations. Solid line: Fit of the experimental data using the modified TPQ
model. The fit describes the measured date in an excellent way and results in a reasonable value of the TPQ rate
of (0.23 ± 0.03) × 10−13 cm3 /s. (b) Normalized luminance as a function of trapped charge density (dots). The
red line represents the fit including the individual contributions of TPQ (blue dashed line) and TAR (brown
dotted line), respectively. Adapted from Ref. [75].

of charge traps.
Schmidt et al. have reported a correlation of the trapped charge density and emission loss in
a phosphorescent OLED (Fig. 13) [75]. The device structure they studied was ITO/HATCN/αNPD/Ir(ppy)3 :CBP (6.5wt%)/BPhen/Ca/Al, where BPhen exhibits SOP like BCP. They conducted a combination study of time resolved electroluminescence spectroscopy (TRELS) and
DCM. The DCM characteristics of this device are basically similar to those of the TADFOLED (Fig. 12), i.e., the charge accumulation occurs at the EML/ETL interface and σacc
proportionally decreased with the luminous eﬃciency. Although the reduction of σacc does
not directly indicate the presence of the trapped holes as mentioned previously, DCM can also
evaluate the trapped charge density by considering the shift in the DCM curves of the first
and subsequent triangular voltage sweeps [19, 20]. The estimated trapped hole density also
has a linear relation with the luminous eﬃciency. The exciton lifetime decay evaluated by
TRELS is well explained by considering the non-radiative recombination due to the traps via
the triplet-polaron quenching (TPQ) process (Fig. 13(a)) [52]. However, TPQ is insuﬃcient
to explain the total luminance loss observed in this device, thus additional mechanisms of the
eﬃciency loss such as trap-assisted recombination (TAR) [77], which deteriorates the carrier
balance factor, should also be considered (Fig. 13(b)).
Many of electron transporting and emitting materials exhibit SOP [39]. In the guesthost system, SOP is even enhanced depending on the mixing ratio [42, 43]. In order to
properly control the charge distribution around the emission zone, it is necessary to grasp SOP
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characteristics of ETL and EML. The charge concentration at the EML interface confines the
recombination zone, leading to fast degradation [53]. Therefore, a broad interface, which is
formed by intermixing the EML with ETL, can improve the device stability [78–80], as it
dilutes the polarization charge density, and consequently the exciton concentration. Controlling
the polarization charge distribution as well as the energy oﬀset by the appropriate choice of the
materials and interface design is an important issue to realize the stable operation of OLEDs.
4. Conclusions

We have reviewed the current understanding of SOP in the evaporated films of polar organic
semiconductors and its influence on the properties of OLEDs. SOP is inherent in the evaporated film of more than several common OLED materials, mainly electron transporters and
various kinds of emitters. The results can be extended to many other polar molecules of organic
semiconductors. The mechanism of the SOP formation is, however, still incompletely understood. Currently, the short-range van der Waals interaction at the surface during the molecular
deposition is suggested to be the driving force of the anisotropic molecular orientation, while
the PDM interaction is considered as a negative factor.
Because of the polarization charge induced at the heterointerfaces, SOP modifies the interface properties such as charge accumulation and injection of the device. The interface charge
density defines the minimum amount of the accumulated charge during device operation,
and that is comparable to the maximum amount of the total charge density. Importantly, the
accumulated charge is the real charge while the interface charge is the polarization charge.
The emission zone is confined near the charge accumulation interface but the presence of the
excess charged species near the emission zone often act as an exciton quencher and induces
decomposition of the molecules. Besides the energy level oﬀset and the diﬀerence of charge
carrier mobilities at the organic heterointerfaces, the charge accumulation properties of the
device should be managed taking into account SOP of each layer. On the other hand, the
counterpart of the interface charge is located at the organic film/cathode interface, if the polar
film is used as the electron injection layer. The presence of the positive polarization charge
can enhance the electron injection eﬃciency. The use of positive GSP materials as EIL is
therefore a reasonable choice in terms of the polarity of the film. Although SOP has not been
considered as a significant factor to the device performance, in terms of device optimization,
the orientational order of PDMs in the film should be taken into account as an intrinsic material
property.
It is worth mentioning that SOP is significantly quenched in neat films. There is consider-
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able potential for enhancement of the orientation polarization, though the mechanism to build
up GSP needs to be clarified. Controlling SOP based on the molecular design would be an
important issue to improve device performance and exploit innovative functions of organic
semiconductors.
5. Material abbrevations

• Alq3 : tris-(8-hydroxyquinolate) aluminum
• Al(q-Cl)3 : tris(5-chloro-8-hydroxyquinolinato) aluminum
• Al(7-prq)3 : tris(7-propyl-8-hydroxyquinolinolato) aluminum(III)
• BAlq: bis(2-methyl-8-quinolinolate)-4-(phenylphenolato)aluminum
• BCP: 2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline
• BPhen: 4,7-Diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline
• Bpy-OXD: 1,3-bis[2-(2,2′-bipyridine-6-yl)-1,3,4-oxadiazo-5-yl]benzene
• B3PyMPM: bis-4,6-(3,5- di-3-pyridylphenyl)-2-methylpyrimidine
• CBP: 4,4′-bis(N-carbazolyl)-1,1′-biphenyl
• DACT-II:

9-[4-(4,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)phenyl]-N,N,N′,N′-tetraphenyl-9H-

carbazole-3,6-diamine
• DCJTB: 4-[dicyanomethylene]-2-tert-butyl-6-(1,1,7,7-tetramethyljulolidyl-9-enyl)-4Hpyran
• Gaq3 : tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato) gallium(III)
• HATCN: Hexa-azatriphenylene-hexanitrile
• Ir(ppy)2 (acac): bis[2-(2-pyridinyl-N)phenyl-C](acetylacetonate) iridium(III)
• Ir(ppy)3 : tris(2-phenylpyridine) iridium(III)
• ITO: indium-tin-oxide
• mCP: 1,3-Bis(N-carbazolyl)benzene
• OXD-7: 1,3-bis[2-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazo-5-yl]benzene
• TPBi: 1,3,5-tris(1-phenyl-1H-benzimidazol-2-yl)benzene
• UGH2: 1,4-bis-(triphenylsilyl)benzene
• Znq2 : bis(8-hydroxyquinoline) zinc
• 2CzPN: 1,2-bis(carbazol-9-yl)-4,5-dicyanobenzene
• 4CzIPN: 1,2,3,5-Tetrakis(carbazol-9-yl)-4,6-dicyanobenzene
• 4CzPN: 1,2,3,4-tetrakis(carbazol-9-yl)-5,6-dicyanobenzene
• α-NPD: N,N′-bis(1-naphthyl)-N,N′-diphenyl-1,1′-biphenyl-4,4′-diamine (This molecule
is commonly termed “α-NPD”, though the molecular structure is identical to “NPB”.)
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